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We report on investigations of optical carrier generation in silicon nanocrystals embedded in an SiO2 matrix.
Carrier relaxation and recombination processes are monitored by means of time-resolved induced absorption,
using a conventional femtosecond pump-probe setup for samples containing different average sizes of nanocrystals
(dNC = 2.5–5.5 nm). The electron-hole pairs generated by the pump pulse are probed by a second pulse over a
broad spectral range (Eprobe = 0.95–1.35 or 1.6–3.25 eV), by which information on excited states is obtained.
Under the same excitation conditions, we observe that the induced absorption intensity in the near-infrared range
is a factor of ∼10 higher than in the visible range. To account for these observations, we model the spectral
dependence of the induced absorption signal using an empirical sp3 d 5 s ∗ tight-binding technique, by which the
spectrum can be well reproduced up to a certain threshold. For probe photon energies above this threshold
(dependent on nanocrystal size), the induced absorption signal is found to feature a long-standing component,
whereas the induced absorption signal for probe photon energies below this value vanishes within 0.5 ns. We
explain this by self-trapping of excitons on surface-related states.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.88.155304

PACS number(s): 78.67.Bf, 78.67.Hc, 71.35.Cc, 73.22.Dj

I. INTRODUCTION

The most successful way to manipulate the energy structure
of silicon (Si) has been achieved via quantum confinement
in nanostructures. Due to the possibility to induce changes
in the energy structure by space quantization, semiconductor
nanocrystals (NCs) have emerged as ideal candidates for
multiple applications. Si NCs have been intensively studied
and a considerable amount of information on ensembles
and on individual NCs has been collected. In particular, it
has been established that the excitonic emission from Si
NCs has two characteristic features: for smaller grains, the
photoluminescence (PL) spectrum shifts to the blue and its
intensity increases. These observations reflect the opening up
of the (indirect) band gap and the enhancement of the radiative
recombination rate of electron-hole pairs, as momentum
conservation is gradually relaxed for smaller grains due to
the Heisenberg principle (while the transition itself remains
indirect in momentum space).1 Further, a possible participation
of an oxygen-related interface state in photon emission has
been suggested, leading to stabilization of the PL wavelength
for Si NCs smaller than ∼2.5 nm in diameter.2
Details of the mechanisms responsible for light emission
can be clarified by investigations of the carrier dynamics at short times after photoexcitation. Fast initial carrier
relaxation can be studied by femtosecond (fs) transient
induced absorption (IA). Ultrafast carrier dynamics in Si
NCs, either obtained by fs IA or PL up-conversion, always
exhibits a multiexponential decay as a consequence of various
carrier relaxation pathways. These components have in the
past been assigned to carrier relaxation processes such as
trapping at surface states,3 carrier cooling via carrier-carrier
scattering, Auger transfer between (hot) electrons and holes,4
1098-0121/2013/88(15)/155304(9)

phonon-assisted cooling,5 or radiative decay via a phononless
recombination channel.3,6–10 For oxygen-passivated Si NCs,
it has been shown that carrier cooling can be slowed down
by three orders of magnitude in comparison to bulk Si,10
thus effectively enhancing the role of trapping processes. The
interplay between electronic surface states and conductionband states for surface-modified Si NCs may be quantitatively
elucidated by direct monitoring photoexcited carrier dynamics
with fs spectroscopy. Up to now, a direct correlation between
results obtained with IA and PL spectroscopy is still missing.
In this study, we report on ultrafast IA dynamics detected
for a spectrally broad range (Edet = 0.95–3.25 eV) in Si NCs
embedded in an oxygen-rich environment. These NCs are
characterized by the typical red emission, which blue-shifts
for smaller NC sizes. We correlate experimentally observed
IA spectra with simulations within an sp3 d 5 s ∗ tight-binding
model, by which theoretical values for the IA cross section
are obtained. For the near-infrared (NIR) range, values of
the order of ∼10−17 cm2 were found, and are one order of
magnitude smaller for the visible range. Compared to the
linear absorption, the IA cross section in the NIR range is
found to be at least one order of magnitude higher, while
in the visible range, the opposite is observed. In addition, a
long-standing absorption component is observed for detection
photon energies exceeding a certain threshold, whereas for
the low photon energy range, the IA signal vanishes within
0.5 ns. The latter effect has in the past been assigned to carrier
trapping and formation of self-trapped excitons (STEs) at the
surface of the NC.11
This paper follows on our recent preliminary paper11 where
highlights of the project have been given. Building on that we
now (i) present IA results, as obtained by both experiment
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and theory, for the full spectral range, (ii) show IA spectra
for a broad range of excitation energies, (iii) provide the
full account of theoretical modeling of the IA cross section,
(iv) elaborate on the IA dynamics, and (v) extend the selftrapped exciton model.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The study has been performed on Si NCs embedded in
an SiO2 matrix, which were prepared by a radio-frequency
co-sputtering method. The deposited films are about 1 μm
thick and are annealed in a N2 gas atmosphere for 30 min
at temperatures ranging from 1000 ◦ C to 1200 ◦ C. By tuning
the excess of Si and the annealing temperature, samples with
typical average NC sizes ranging from dNC = 2.5–5.5 nm
were obtained with a relatively high NC density of the order
of nNC ≈ 1018 cm−3 and a relatively narrow log-normal size
distribution with σ ≈ 19%, which was similar for all samples
used in the current study. The formation of spherelike Si
NCs is confirmed by high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM) images (see Ref. 12) and dNC is
estimated from the steady-state PL measurements and using
Fig. 3 from Ref. 12. For IA experiments, a pump-probe setup
was employed, consisting of an optical parametric amplifier
pumped by a chirped-pulse amplified Ti:sapphire laser with
a repetition rate of f = 1 kHz (resolution ∼200 fs). The
pump and probe pulses were directed through different optical
paths, where in the latter case a (folded) mechanical delay
line has been implemented to tune the mutual timing of both
pulses (with a maximum of t ≈ 3.5 ns). Prior to impinging
onto the sample, the probe pulse is spectrally converted into
a white light (Eprobe = 0.95–1.35 eV) or NIR continuum
(Eprobe = 1.6–3.25 eV) with the aid of a water cell or
a CaF2 film so that wavelength-dependent features can be
resolved. As a consequence of strong (anti-)Stokes broadening
and group-velocity dispersion, the pulse is stretched both
spectrally and temporally, resulting in a 200-fs broad pulse.
This effect leads to a photon-energy-dependent arrival time
of the probe at the sample, referred to as “chirp.” For the
samples used in this study, the latter effect does not show
significant contribution and the width of the pulse is in the
t ≈ 240–360 fs range, dependent on the detection photon
energy. The IA signal was detected with a multichannel
charge-coupled device (CCD) camera, and registered as
IIA = (Itotal -Ilin abs )/Ilin abs . Here, IIA is the IA signal, Itotal the
combined linear and IA of the probe pulse, and Ilin abs the linear
absorption, which is subtracted to extract the contribution of
the excited-state absorption. The IA signal is normalized to
the linear absorption of the probe. In this way, a percentage
of the IA is obtained and longer-term fluctuations of the laser
power (between IIA signals at different detection energies
Edet ) are eliminated. Moreover, the recorded IA spectra can
thus be reliably assigned to NC-intrinsic characteristics. All
experiments were performed at room temperature and the IA
spectra are corrected for the chirp.
III. THEORETICAL MODELING OF IA CROSS SECTION

The major contribution to IA comes from free carriers. In bulk Si, the intraband absorption of light is a

phonon-assisted process, described by the Drude model. In
Si NCs, phononless processes become possible. Therefore,
in order to obtain information about the IA cross section,
the free-carrier absorption spectra as a function of excitation
photon energies have been modeled for different NC diameters
using two different theoretical approaches: the Drude model
for phonon-assisted transitions and a tight-binding model for
phononless ones. Both of these processes contribute to the total
IA cross section.
A. Drude model

Conventionally for bulk materials, the (photon-energydependent) IA cross section can be obtained using the Drude
model.13,14 The development of the free-carrier (or IA) signal
for a given probe photon energy Eprobe for different time delays
between pump and probe pulses can be described with the
relation IIA (Eprobe ,t) ∝ σIA (Eprobe ) × nexc (t), where σIA is the
free-carrier-absorption cross section and nexc the concentration
of free electron-hole pairs (or excitons) as a function of
time; nexc decreases in time due to, e.g., recombination and
trapping of the generated carriers. The free-carrier-absorption
cross section σIA is the sum of the free-carrier absorption
of electrons and holes: σIA = σe + σh . The absorption by
free carriers in case of bulk Si is accompanied by scattering
(with acoustic phonons or at impurity centers) to compensate
for the momentum mismatch between the initial and final
states. Within the Drude model, in a simple parabolic energy
dispersion, the free-carrier-absorption cross section σe,h (for
either electron or holes) is given by the following relation:13
σe,h (Eprobe ) =

1
e 2 h2
,
2
2
∗
4π ε0 c(Eprobe ) m n τs

(1)

where e is the electron charge, h is Planck’s constant, c and
ε0 are the velocity of light in vacuum and the permittivity
of the free space, respectively, n is the refractive index, m∗
is the carrier effective mass, and τs is the average scattering
time of charge carriers. The mean scattering time for carriers
in a bulk semiconductor τsbulk can be estimated from their
mobility μ as τsbulk = μm∗ /e. In the case of Si, we take for
m∗ the conductivity effective mass value, which for electrons
is m∗e = 0.26m0 and for holes m∗h = 0.5m0 .15 This then leads
to a scattering time τsbulk ≈ 4× 10−13 s for both electrons
and holes at room temperature. The (Eprobe )−2 dependence
of the IA cross section results in a gradual decrease of the
IA cross section as a function of photon energy, with values
of the order of ∼10−18 –10−16 cm2 at room temperature for
the investigated probe photon energy range [see light and dark
green lines in Fig. 1(a) for electrons and holes, respectively]. In
the past, the Drude model has been applied to find free-carrier
cross sections for excitons confined in Si NCs, and it has
been concluded that the experimentally observed dependence
could be well described with Eq. (1).13 The values for the
cross section in case of NCs were increased by a factor ∼10
compared to bulk Si which was considered to be a consequence
of the decreased mean-free path limited by the diameter of
the NC. This is demonstrated in Fig. 1(a) for NCs with an
average NC diameter of dNC = 5 nm by the magenta lines
(light: electrons, dark: holes). However, the discretization of
energy levels in NCs is not considered within this theoretical
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NC band gap and Ee and Eh electron and hole energies in
conduction and valence bands, respectively.
The IA cross section σIA (averaged over the ensemble of
NCs) was modeled as a function of the probe photon energy hν
for various exciton energies Eexc at the moment of maximum
overlap between pump and probe pulses:

σIA (Eprobe ) =
fe,h (Eexc )h̄ω0 [σ̃ee Sδ (Ee − Ee − Eprobe )
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Theoretical spectral dependence of IA. (a)
Drude model with (Eprobe )−2 dependence, as described by Eq. (1),
for electrons (light green) and holes (dark green) in bulk Si and in Si
NCs (electrons: light magenta; holes: dark magenta) for the photon
energy range of Eprobe = 0.5–3.5 eV plotted together with simulations
obtained within the tight-binding approximation for NC sizes of
dNC = 3 nm (black), dNC = 4 nm (red), and dNC = 5 nm (blue).
(b) Schematic illustration of the redistribution of exciton energy Eexc
by Auger energy transfer between carriers in Si NCs with band-gap
energy Eg . CB and VB indicate conduction and valence bands,
respectively. The right side of the panel shows absorption of photons
with energy Eexc by “free” electrons and holes in initial states Ee and
Eh to final states Ee and Eh , respectively.

approach. Therefore, it is necessary to apply a new approach
taking into account the discretization of energy levels under
quantum confinement. The absorption of free carriers has been
modeled previously by applying a pseudopotential technique
for low-photon energies in a narrow region, and with the
confined carriers in equilibrium thermal distribution.16 In the
next section, we present modeling of the spectral behavior of
the IA cross section for conditions corresponding to the current
experiment.
B. Tight-binding technique

An empirical sp3 d 5 s ∗ tight-binding technique is applied,
including spin-orbit interaction,17 as has been done in the
past in similar systems but over a more limited spectral
range.16 The states of confined carriers were calculated
for hydrogen-passivated Si clusters;18,19 hydrogen-bonding
parameters have been taken from Ref. 19. Generally, the initial
distribution of carriers after photon absorption mainly consists
of “hot” electrons and “cold” holes.20 Subsequently, due to
very high rates of Auger-type energy exchange between the
carriers inside the NC (with characteristic times τ  10−13 s),
energy is redistributed between holes and electrons,20 such
that hot carriers are homogeneously dispersed through all
energy levels. This is schematically illustrated in the left
side of Fig. 1(b), where a “hot” exciton with energy Eexc is
shown with the electron and hole populating different levels
in the conduction and valence bands, respectively. Therefore,
distribution of carriers in NCs needs to be described by a joint
two-particle distribution function. The (re)distributed “hot free
excitons” have energy Eexc = Eg + |Ee | + |Eh |, with Eg the

(2)

The equation considers intraband transitions between different
states, where summation over all electron (e,e ) and hole
states (h,h ) is performed. The corresponding energies of the
initial and the final states are Ee and Ee for electrons, and
Eh and Eh for holes, respectively; a schematic illustration is
shown in the right side of Fig. 1(b) in the dashed rectangle.
The energy of the final electron and hole states Ee and Eh
is determined by the probe photon energy Eprobe = hν. The
distribution function fe,h (Eexc ) gives the probability of an
exciton with the electron in state e and the hole in state h
for which the total energy (including Eg ) adds up to Eexc .
The function fe,h (Eexc ) was chosen as a Gaussian distribution
2
2
fe,h (Eexc ) = N e−(Ee +Eg −Eh −Eexc ) / , with  = 100 meV,
which accounts for the spread in band-gap energy due to the
NC size distribution in these samples. The quantity
N is a nor
malization factor found from the condition e,h fe,h (Eexc ) = 1,
corresponding to one exciton per NC. Further, the intraband
absorption cross sections σ̃ee and σ̃hh are given by
σ̃ii  = 4π 2 αF 2 /(3nout )|ri,i  |2 , where i,i  corresponds to e,e
or h,h for transitions between (initial and final) electron or
hole states, respectively. The fine-structure constant α is here
∼1/137, nout is the refractive index of the medium outside
the NC, and |ri,i  | is the coordinate matrix element. The
(corrective) field factor F = 3εout /(εin + 2εout ) accounts for
the difference between dielectric constants of the surrounding
matrix (εout ) and the NC (εin ). The dielectric constant and
refractive index of the SiO2 matrix are taken as εout ≈ 2
and nout ≈ 1.4, respectively; for the NCs, the bulk static
value of the dielectric constant εin ≈ 12 is used, which yields
F 2 ≈ 0.14.18 The coordinate matrix element |ri,i  | was
calculated including only interatomic matrix elements, which
is reasonable for Si.21 Finally, the normalized Lorentzian
function Sδ (x) with half-width δ is used in Eq. (2) for
the energy conservation consideration. For δ, a value of
δ ≈ 10 meV has been chosen in order to account for the
level broadening due to energy relaxation and for the spectral
linewidth of the pump pulse.
The IA cross sections found by the tight-binding procedure
show a similar spectral dependence for different sizes of
NCs [see Fig. 1(a) for exciton energy Eexc = 3.5 eV].
In the investigated NC size range, values of the order of
σIA ≈ 10−16 cm2 in the low-photon-energy range are found,
followed by a decrease of the absorption cross sections by
about one order of magnitude towards higher-photon energies.
This dependence can be interpreted to a result from the
competition between the growing density of final states and
the decrease of the value of the matrix element |ri,i  | with the
energy difference Ei  − Ei . For comparison, the theoretical
dependence obtained within the Drude model [Eq. (1)] is
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FIG. 2. Experimental spectral dependence of IA. (a) IA spectra in the 1.6–3.25 eV detection range experimentally obtained upon
Eexc = 3.8 eV excitation for the maximum temporal overlap between pump and probe pulse (while avoiding possible initial signal distortions)
for samples with different average NC sizes: dNC = 2.5, 3, 4, and 5 nm, from black to light gray, respectively. (b) IA spectra in the 1.6–3.25 eV
detection range for the sample with average diameter dNC = 3 nm under different energy excitation for the maximum temporal overlap between
pump and probe pulses. Here, the different traces correspond to excitation at Eexc = 3.8, 3.44, 3.26, and 3.1 eV (from black to light gray,
respectively). (c) IA spectra in the 0.95–1.35 eV detection range for sample with average diameter dNC = 3 nm under 3.6 eV (black) and 2.48 eV
(light gray) excitation for the maximum temporal overlap between pump and probe pulses. Spectra have been shifted vertically for clarity.

also shown for electrons and holes in bulk Si (light and dark
green lines, respectively) and Si NCs (light and dark magenta
lines, respectively). Evidently, the results of these calculations
show a very similar spectral behavior, slightly diverging from
the curves obtained by the tight-binding approach towards
higher-photon energies. The amplitude of the IA cross sections
for the NC systems is somewhat higher than found for free
carriers in bulk Si by the Drude model.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH
THEORETICAL MODEL

In Fig. 2(a), IA spectra (or cross sections) are shown for
different average NC sizes obtained for Eexc = 3.8 eV excitation and probing in the energy range Eprobe = 1.6–3.25 eV
for the maximum temporal overlap between pump and probe
pulses (while avoiding possible initial signal distortions).
The experimental results are vertically shifted for clarity.
In agreement with the theoretical tight-binding calculations
presented in Fig. 1(a), the results are practically independent
of NC size. For all samples, the IA spectra show a gradual
decrease in intensity towards higher probe photon energies,
followed by a slight increase for the highest energy range
[see Fig. 2(a)]. Recently, it has been found that the threshold
value marking the onset of that increase shifts towards higher
energies for smaller NCs.11 This was identified with ionization
of carriers from an STE state, related to the surface of the NC,
into the higher-lying NC core-related levels. Further details on
this can be found in Sec. V. Evaluation of the simulated values
for the IA cross sections will be discussed later.
The IA spectral dependence on the excitation energy was
investigated in the range Eexc = 3.1–3.8 eV, as shown in
Fig. 2(b) for the sample with the average NC diameter of
dNC = 3 nm for the maximum temporal overlap between
pump and probe pulses (spectra are also vertically shifted

for clarity). A very similar behavior is observed regardless
of the probe photon energy. A similar independence on the
excitation energy was also found for the NIR probing range
{Eprobe = 0.95–1.35 eV [see Fig. 2(c)]} . From these results,
we conclude that the IA cross section is not influenced by
the excitation (and exciton) energy. In order to validate this
finding, we have modeled the IA cross sections for NCs with
an average size of dNC = 5 nm for the exciton energy range
Eexc = 2.0–4.0 eV and plotted them together with the
experimental results [see Fig. 3(a)]. According to the model,
the dependence of the IA cross section on Eexc is rather
marginal for low-probe photon energies, but diverges in the
higher-energy pumping range, with a maximum difference of
a factor ∼5 between high (4.0 eV) and low (2.0 eV) Eexc .
A. IA cross section

In order to directly compare the theoretically obtained
values for the IA cross section with the experimental results,
the IA cross section has been extracted from the experimental
data {for the maximum temporal overlap between pump and
probe, thus prior to carrier relaxation [black dashed lines in
Fig. 3(a)]}. The values were evaluated using
σIA = αIA /(γ nNC ),

(3)

where nNC is the NC density (derived from the atomic
percentage of excess Si in the sputtered layer and average
NC diameter dNC ) and αIA the IA coefficient, obtained from
the IA data. The parameter γ is the average number of
excitons created per NC by the excitation pulse, which for
this evaluation is set to γ = 10, since the measurements were
conducted under high-photon flux excitation. Since the real
number of excitons per NC is expected to be Nexc  10, the
chosen value for γ is strongly overestimated, and therefore the
derived values for the IA cross section can be interpreted as a
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Comparison of experimentally measured
IA cross section with theoretical model and with the linear absorption
for the sample with average diameter dNC = 5 nm. (a) IA cross
section obtained from experimental results compared with theoretical
modeling for the maximum temporal overlap between pump and
probe pulse in the energy range of Eprobe = 0.5–3.5 eV. Different
colors correspond to different exciton energies Eexc . The black
dashed lines are the experimental data obtained under excitation with
Eexc = 3.6 eV scaled down by setting the average number of excitons
created per NC to γ = 10 (see text for further explanation). It should
be noted that the signal-to-noise ratios of the IA signal on the edges
of the visible and NIR probe pulses are low. (b) Spectral dependence
of IA cross section in the visible and NIR plotted together with the
linear absorption cross section.

lower limit. With this in mind, we can conclude that the values
for σIA for probing in the visible energy range extracted from
experimental data can be well described by the simulation,
but only up to a certain threshold value Eth . For detection
photon energies above Eth , the amplitude of the simulations
and observations diverge, with the model predicting a gradual
decrease for higher-photon energies, while the opposite is
observed in experiments. This observation will be further
discussed in Sec. V.
For the NIR probing range, the trend of the IA cross
section as found by theoretical modeling is in good agreement
with the experimental results (σIA decreasing with increasing
Eprobe ), although the amplitude is considerably higher. Since
the excitation conditions (e.g., pump fluence) were similar
for both visible and NIR detection ranges and since the
theoretical model follows the experimental results in the
visible detection range (up to Eth ), the large amplitude of
the experimentally obtained IA cross section in the NIR
range is not an experimental artifact. From an experimental
perspective, it should be noted that for IA signal registration,
the reflection of the probe is expected to change negligibly
upon pumping, so that the intensity of the registered signal
could be fully attributed to IA of the sample. The discrepancy
between the model and the experimental results in the NIR
range could be due to the fact that the model relies for a
greater part on bulk parameters and does not take into account
additional effects, such as multiple-photon absorption by the
same carrier, resulting in potential underestimation of the value
of the IA cross section.
In order to validate our conclusions, we have evaluated
the IA cross section in a separate pump-probe experiment
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conducted on a different setup under single-wavelength probing (Eprobe = 0.95 eV) and low-pumping-fluence excitation
(i.e., multiple-photon absorption could be precluded). For
pumping, two different excitation energies have been chosen
(Eexc = 2.48 and 4.66 eV).22 After scaling, the found IA signal
according to Eq. (3) (and scaling γ to unity) is of the order
of σIA = 10−17 –10−16 cm2 (not shown) for both excitation
energies. Both experiments thus lead to the same result.
Finally, we compared the experimentally obtained IA
spectra for the NCs with an average diameter of dNC = 5 nm
recorded for an excitation energy Eexc = 3.6 eV with the
linear absorption spectrum [see Fig. 3(b)]. The latter has
been measured in the range Edet = 1.25–3.5 eV using a
UV-VIS Lambda 900 spectrometer in combination with an
integrating sphere so that scattering effects are accounted
for. Subsequently, the linear absorption cross section has
been deduced. As expected, the amplitude of the linear cross
section is significantly larger than the IA cross section in
the visible photon energy range (even when considering the
extensive downscaling of the intensity of the IA spectrum with
γ = 10). However, for lower-photon energies, the linear
absorption rapidly decreases while for the IA the opposite
trend is observed. The decrease for the linear absorption can
be explained in terms of the lower probability for absorption
of photons with an energy approaching the band gap Eg , as
momentum mismatch increases. For lower-photon energies
Eprobe < Eg the single-photon linear absorption cross section
is zero (for low Eprobe the signal-to-noise ratio is very low
in this measurement). On the other hand, the probability
of nonlinear absorption of photons evidently increases
significantly for these low energies. We conclude that for
lower-photon energies, Eprobe  1.75 eV, the IA cross section
is considerably larger than that of linear absorption which
could potentially be advantageous for solar cells, as will be
discussed in the Conclusions.
B. Time-resolved investigations of IA

The evaluation of the IA cross section by the tight-binding
approach does not consider any temporal characteristics on the
relaxation of excitons. However, from the calculated IA cross
section of carriers for decreasing values of Eexc , information
about their relaxation to lower states in the conduction or
valence band can be obtained; it reflects carrier cooling. Based
on this notion and the results shown in Fig. 3(a), one would
expect that for low-probe photon energies, the IA signal decays
marginally due to relaxation within the respective bands, as
can be inferred from the quasi-independence of the IA cross
section on Eexc . For the high-probe photon energy range, one
would expect a stronger decay of the IA intensity since the
IA cross section is found to decrease for lower Eexc . In order
to verify this expectation, the dependence of the IA signal
has been investigated as a function of the delay time between
pump and probe pulses (with a maximum of ∼3.5 ns). In
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), IA spectra are shown for both detection
ranges, NIR [Eprobe = 0.95–1.35 eV, Fig. 4(a)] and visible
[Eprobe = 1.6–3.25 eV, Fig. 4(b)] for the sample with an
average NC diameter of dNC = 5 nm under excitation of
Eexc = 3.6 eV for different delay times between pump and
probe (as discussed before, the amplitude of the IA signal for
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Experimental IA results for sample with an average NC diameter dNC = 5 nm under excitation of Eexc = 3.6 eV.
IA spectra in the NIR [panel (a)] and in the visible [panel (b)] ranges for different time delays between pump and probe. IA dynamics
recorded at Eprobe = 1 eV [panel (c)] and Eprobe = 3 eV [panel (d)] for two different excitation photon energies of Eexc = 3.6 eV (black) and
Eexc = 2.48 eV (gray) in a detection time window of ∼3.5 ns.

the visible range is about a factor ∼10 lower than in NIR.)
For low-probe photon energy, the IA signal vanishes within
∼500 ps, while for the higher-probe energies exceeding a
certain threshold (Eth ≈ 2.25 eV for this sample) the IA signal
following the initial ps decay remains even for the maximal
delay of 3.5 ns. These features are also visible in the IA
dynamics recorded for below- and above-threshold probing
(Eprobe = 1 and 3 eV, respectively) which are shown in
Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), respectively. In both cases, the dynamics
features a fast decay on the 1–100 ps time scale. Since the
experiment in this study is conducted under high-photon flux,
such that multiple carriers are created per single NC, it is possible that the decay dynamics are initially dominated by Auger
recombination of multiple excitons confined in the same NC,
which is known to proceed on a subnanosecond time scale.7,9,22
In both Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), IA dynamics is shown for two
excitation energies: Eexc = 3.6 eV (black) and Eexc = 2.48 eV
(gray). The ratio of ∼1.5 between the initial amplitudes of
the dynamics for the high- and low-energy excitation can be
explained by difference in the number of absorbed photons
3.6 eV
2.48 eV
/Nabs
≈ 1.5. From
Nabs for these two excitations: Nabs
the similarities in the IA dynamics in the different panels,
we conclude that not only the spectral but also the temporal
characteristics of IA are fairly independent of excitation (or
exciton) energy, with initial fast decaying components and a
long (ns–μs) component for above-threshold probe energies.
As previously mentioned, in case of probing with high-photon
energies [Fig. 4(d)], the (temporal) decay of IA intensity could
be (partially) explained in terms of a decreasing IA cross
section for lower Eexc . Following the theoretical simulations
[Fig. 3(a)], the decrease in IA cross section could give rise to
a reduction of the IA amplitude by a factor of ∼3.5 (between

the lowest and highest modeled Eexc ) for probe photon energy
of Eprobe = 3 eV. On the other hand, the “full” relaxation
of the IA signal in the low-probe photon energy range
[Fig. 4(a)], suggesting complete depletion of carriers, can not
be related to this effect, as the IA cross section is found to be
approximately constant for Eprobe = 1 eV. Evidently, the model
does not include other possible relaxation mechanisms such as
trapping, Auger recombination, and other fast (nonradiative)
processes, which will also lead to reduction of the IA signal.
One or more of these effects should then be responsible for
the behavior of the IA signal observed for probe energies
below the threshold value Eth . As previously mentioned,
this behavior can be explained in terms of formation of an
STE; details will be discussed in the next section. It should
be noted that the apparent “zero” level of the IA dynamics
recorded in the NIR range is a result of the limited signalto-noise ratio for long delay times between pump and probe.
This is concluded from previous IA experiments conducted
on the same samples with similar excitation photon energies, but orders-of-magnitude lower-photon fluence (so that
Nabs
1).22,23 Here, the intensity of the (monocolor NIR
probing) IA signal for delay times t > 500 ps did not
fully decay, giving evidence for the presence of (a small
concentration of) free carriers even at longer delay times.
V. FORMATION OF SELF-TRAPPED EXCITON IN SI NCS

For oxygen-terminated Si NCs with diameters
dNC  2.5 nm, the blue-shift in the PL spectrum is not
observed, with the PL energy stabilizing in the visible
range. This has been explained in terms of the formation
of oxygen-related defects at the surface of NCs with
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levels appearing in the band gap and participating in the
recombination of carriers.2 Specific microscopic details of
these defects are not known, but oxygen is well known
to form electrically active defects in bulk Si.24,25 Among
other possibilities, the formation of an STE has been
proposed.26 Support for the existence of the STE state
facilitating photon emission in small oxygen-terminated
Si NCs was inferred only indirectly from steady-state
PL experiments, predominantly from the aforementioned
stabilization of the quantum confinement-induced blue-shift
of PL and also from the temperature dependence of PL
intensity and lifetime.27 Experimental evidence directly
confirming the formation of the STE has been provided
only recently from IA studies.11 This investigation of the
STE state was focused on IA detected in the visible range,
where the experimental results deviate from the theoretical
models, with the measured IA spectrum increasing with probe
photon energy for energies exceeding the threshold value
{Eth ≈ 2.25 eV for the sample with an average NC diameter
of dNC = 5 nm [see Fig. 3(a)]}. The temporal characteristics
for probe energies below and above Eth [see Figs. 4(c) and
4(d), respectively] are different, as discussed in the previous
section, where a long-standing absorption was observed for
probe energies in the above-Eth range. On the other hand, the
observed PL characteristics followed the NC-size-dependent
trend as expected from theoretical modeling. Previously, these
features have been ascribed to ionization of excitons from a
self-trapped state into NC core-related levels, which implied a
metastable nature of the self-trapped state.11 Here, we discuss
this in more detail.
In Fig. 5, the scheme for the adiabatic potentials illustrating
the STE system is shown. It contains an exciton-plus-surfacelocal-vibration with a fixed frequency ω0 . The adiabatic
potential U0 (Q) corresponds to the absence of an exciton (with
Q being the configuration coordinate, where “0” defines the
equilibrium position of the vibration), and U1 (Q) to the exciton
in the ground state in the NC, the energy difference between
the two parabolas is the NC optical band gap Egap . The dotted
parabola Uexc (Q) corresponds to the “hot” exciton created
by (optical) excitation with energy Eexc = 3.6 eV as used
in the experiments. Last, the parabola U (Q − Q0 ) describes
the STE state, where the shift with respect to Q0 appears
due to the strong interaction with a local vibration.4,15 The
parameter Eth is the threshold energy for optical excitation,
which increases for smaller NC sizes (under the assumption
that the energy position of the STE adiabatic potential is
independent of NC diameter). The parameter E is defined
by the energy difference between the STE ground state and
the NC band gap, E = ESTE − Egap , and can be considered
as the thermal excitation energy from the exciton ground state
into the STE. Accordingly, the parameter ε = E + Eth
defines the energy of the exciton-phonon coupling, and should
remain constant for all NC sizes according experimental results
presented in Ref. 11. The Huang-Rhys factor is given by
expression28
SHR =

ε
E + Eth
=
,
h̄ω0
h̄ω0

(4)

with fixed phonon frequency ω0 ; the plus sign in the equation
follows from the metastable nature of the STE state.
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E
Uexc(Q)

U(Q–Q0)
Eth
3

U1(Q)
1

E

2

U0 (Q)
0

Q0

Q

FIG. 5. Configuration coordinate diagram with adiabatic potentials for ground [U0 (Q)], free exciton [U1 (Q)], and STE [U (Q − Q0 )]
states. The minimum of the parabola for the STE is shifted to Q0
compared to the free-exciton adiabatic potential. The dotted parabola
Uexc (Q) corresponds to a “hot” exciton created by optical excitation.
The hot exciton can be captured at the STE state (process “3”)
and relax to the ground STE state by emitting local phonons. The
trapped exciton can return to the free-exciton state by thermally
stimulated tunneling (process “1”) or optical reexcitation if the
energy is larger than threshold energy Eth . It can also recombine
nonradiatively into U0 (Q) (process “2”). E corresponds to the
energy difference between the bottom of the free exciton and the
STE adiabatic potential.

In the proposed model, the STE lifetime τlSTE should
be determined by thermally stimulated tunneling ionization
(process “1” in Fig. 5) and nonradiative recombination from
the STE state (process “2” in Fig. 5) with probabilities Wt
and WNR , respectively. In Ref. 29, it has been shown that the
radiative recombination rate of the STE is negligible compared
to the nonradiative multiphonon recombination rate. For the
STE lifetime τlSTE we therefore arrive at
 STE −1
= Wt + WNR .
τl

(5)

The probability of nonradiative recombination of the STE WNR
is estimated to be about 106 s−1 in Ref. 29 and comparable with
the probability of thermally stimulated tunneling ionization
Wt for the smallest NCs. In the proposed model, the decay
dynamics for the above-threshold probing reflects the STE
lifetime and corresponds to its slow component [see the
transients in Fig. 4(d)].
The probability of thermally stimulated tunneling ionization Wt is determined by the equation
Wt ≡ τt−1 = we J (SHR , T , p),

(6)

where we is the pure electron transition probability and
J (SHR , T , p) is the overlap integral of oscillator wave functions which depends on temperature T, and the parameter
p = E/h̄ω0 , which is the number of phonons involved
in the transition. The expression for the overlap integral is
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given by

PHYSICAL REVIEW B 88, 155304 (2013)


J (SHR , T , p) = Ip

SHR
sinh(θ )


SHR
e−( tanh(θ ) +pθ) ,

(7)

where Ip (x) is the Bessel function of an imaginary argument
and θ = h̄ω0 /2kT .28 Under the assumption that we is independent of the vibration coordinate, it can be treated as a parameter.
The thermally stimulated tunneling ionization probability Wt is
connected to the capture probability Wc of the free exciton at
the STE state. For the probability of the capturing process,
we can use Eq. (6), where the parameter p is now given
by (Eexc − ESTE )/h̄ω0 . We remark that in this approximation
the capture probability only depends on Eexc and that it is
independent of the NC size. The capture probability Wc can be
extracted from the initial fast component of the IA dynamics
for low-probe energies [see Fig. 4(c)]. From this we conclude
that Wc should be in the range 1010 –1012 s−1 (also in agreement
with Ref. 10).
The parameter E can not be extracted from experiments. However, following the notion that the position of the PL spectrum stabilizes for NC sizes below
dNC  2.5 nm, we conclude that for the smallest investigated
NCs (dNC = 2.5 nm) E should be small. In Ref. 11, the energy
of the electron-phonon coupling ε = 2.75 eV has been used
for calculation of Wt for all the investigated NC sizes. Using
this value together with the experimentally obtained optical
threshold energy Eth ≈ 2.75 eV for dNC ≈ 2.5 nm gives
E ≈ 0. Correspondingly, the energy of the STE state should
be ESTE ≈ 1.8 eV.
The second parameter, the phonon energy h̄ω0 , is estimated
to be in the range h̄ω0 ≈ 130–170 meV following observations
for similar oxygen-passivated Si NCs by means of single
NC spectroscopy.30 In Ref. 11, a value of 140 meV is
used resulting in a Huang and Rhys factor of SHR ≈ 20.1.
A slightly larger value for E ≈ 0.15 eV (and therefore
ESTE = 1.93 eV) has been used in Ref. 29, resulting in
Huang-Rhys factors of SHR ≈ 20.4 and SHR ≈ 19.0 for
h̄ω0 = 140 and 150 meV, respectively. The calculated values
for the tunneling probability Wt for various sizes of NCs and
two temperatures (300 and 77 K) are presented in Ref. 29.
It has been found that the tunneling probability Wt is only
slightly dependent on the considered values of the parameters
h̄ω0 and E/ESTE , and that they are of the order of 108 s−1
for the larger NCs (dNC = 4–5 nm), but decreases considerably
for dNC  2.5 nm. For the larger NCs, Wt is much larger than
the nonradiative recombination probability WNR , indicating
that most trapped excitons return to the free exciton states.
However, for smaller NCs, Wt becomes comparable to WNR ,
suggesting that the PL efficiency decreases. In addition, it has
been found that the tunneling probability Wt decreases with
lowering temperature. Consequently, we have attempted to
confirm the proposed model by investigating the temperature
dependence of PL lifetime and intensity. We have experimentally found that the PL lifetime increased significantly
from tens of μs at 293 K to several ms for 4.2 K. Similar
results for exciton emission from Si NCs have been reported
before (e.g., Refs. 12, 27, and 31) and were explained as
arising due to singlet-triplet splitting32 of the exciton ground
state. However, as pointed out by, among others, Zhuravlev
et al.,27 similar splitting could also appear in the STE state.

We therefore conclude that the investigations of temperatureinduced changes of PL are not capable of delivering specific
fingerprints of the tunneling process invoked in the discussed
relaxation mechanism.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed transient absorption experiments on Si
NCs with different average diameters embedded in an SiO2
matrix in a broad spectral detection range (Eprobe = 0.95–1.35
and 1.6–3.25 eV) for a maximum time window of ∼3.5 ns.
For the maximum temporal overlap between pump and probe
pulse, the IA spectrum in the low-photon-energy range was
found to be about one order of magnitude higher in intensity
than for high-photon energies (in the visible range), practically
following the dependence as predicted by the Drude model.
From the amplitude of the IA signal, the IA cross section was
inferred, which was successfully modeled using an empirical
sp3 d 5 s ∗ tight-binding technique. The experimentally obtained
trend could be well described for probe photon energies up
to a certain threshold, although the values in the NIR range
were modeled to be about one order of magnitude lower
(i.e., σIA ≈ 10−16 –10−17 cm2 ) than the ones extracted from
measurements. On the higher-probe energy side of the
spectrum (for above-threshold photon energies), a mismatch
between theory and experiments was explained by formation
of an STE arising due to surface-related states. Within the
STE scenario (described by the Huang-Rhys model), the
observed NC-size-dependent spectral threshold behavior as
well as temporal characteristics of IA found for below- and
above-threshold probing could be well described. For the
latter, the IA signal for all probe photon energies featured
a decay component of τIA = 10−12 –10−10 s. An additional
ns–μs component (i.e., outside of the determination window)
was found only for above-threshold photon energies. The
initial fast component was assigned to Auger recombination
of multiple carriers in the same NC and efficient trapping of
carriers (i.e., the formation of the STE), while the slower one
was attributed to the ionization of carriers from the STE state
back into NC core-related levels. As shown by simulations,
formation of an STE does not influence emission for large
Si NCs for which the STE energy exceeds the band gap, and
the thermally activated release is efficient (Wt ≈ 108 s−1 ).
The situation changes for small NCs, with the STE state
dominating the PL mechanism (Wt ≈ 105 –106 s−1 ).
Finally, the IA and the linear absorption cross sections σIA
and σlin abs were compared. In the NIR range, σIA was found to
be at least one order of magnitude higher than σlin abs , whereas
for the higher-photon-energy range it was significantly lower.
This feature of Si NCs could potentially be interesting for
solar-cell applications since it would allow the low-energy
photons, which are generally lost in (the linear) absorption
process, to be absorbed by free carriers promoting them to
higher-energy states: “hot” carriers. Since the probability of
the band-to-band absorption of higher-energy photons is orders
of magnitude larger than the absorption by free carriers, the
most likely process to occur is the creation of free carriers by
visible photons and the subsequent increase of their energy
by IA of low-energy ones. The generated hot carriers could
potentially be captured and/or extracted as is being done
in the configuration of a so-called “hot-carrier cell.” For
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excitons with energy exceeding twice the band gap, multiple
carriers might be created, after which they could separate
into adjacent NCs.22,23,33–35 Alternatively, they could undergo
radiative recombination and convert the sequentially absorbed
photons into a band for which a higher conversion efficiency
could be realized (spectral conversion).36
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